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LINEAR SUPERPOSITIONS IN NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS 

A. S. Fokas and Q. M. Liu 

Dedicated to Martin D. Kruskal on the occasion of his 70th birthday. 

There exist nonlinear wave equations which admit a linear superposition of their 
traveling wave solutions. An example of such an equation is the generalized Boussinesq 
equation 

Utt + Uxx — uxxxx + (uxut)x = 0, (1) 

which possesses the exact solution 

u(xi t) = —3 : tanh 
k 

+ 3^ tanh 

^y/l + tfix + kt + Sx) 

(2) 

where fc, (Ji, 82 are arbitrary constants. This solution was obtained in [1], where it also 
was shown that the solution corresponds to a non-classical symmetry. It is interest- 
ing that the solution (2) looks like the elastic interaction of two "soliton" solutions, 
although it appears that (1) is not an integrable equation. 

In this note: (a) It is shown that such exact solutions appear in a large class of non- 
linear equations, and that these solutions correspond to linear generalized conditional 
symmetries (GCS). Particular classes of such equations are 

Li{dx,dt)u = L2(dx,dt)(uxut) (3) 

and 

L(dx, dt)u = fi{ut + kux) + f2[ut - kux),        k constant, (4) 

where Li, L2, L are arbitrary linear differential operators of dx and dt, and /1, /2 
are arbitrary differentiable functions of the arguments indicated. (Equation (1) is a 
particular case of (3) where Li = d* + &%. — d* and L2 = -dx.) 

(b) The general form of all nonlinear evolution equations admitting a given linear 
GCS is explicitly given. A particular case of this construction is that the most general 
evolution equation of degree < 3 admitting the linear GCS  a = uxxx + ux is 

Ut = Ua-xFxfulx + 111, Uxx + U) + 1^*2 faL + ^, Uxx + u) + ^(^L + ^l^xx 4- u) 
(5) 
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where Fi, F2, F3 are arbitrary differentiable functions of the arguments indicated. 
If Fi(r, s) = 1 - 2s, F2 = 0, Fs(r^s) = r + s2, equation (5) becomes the physically 
interesting equation 

ut = uxx + ul + u2 

(see [2]). 

Notation. A(u) will denote a differentiable function of u and of all derivatives of u 
with respect to x and to t, i.e., 

A(u) = A(u, uxi ut, uxx, uu, uxu. • • )• (6) 

Similarly, 

A(u\v) = A(u,uXiut,uxx,utuuxu... ; v,vx,vuvXXivtt,vxU...). (7) 

Prime will denote the Frechet derivative, i.e., 

., N     dK     dK ^      dK^       dK o2     dK o2        dK    n 0 

du      dux out duxx  
x     duu duxdut 

The notation i4|i<'=o means that the equation K = 0 and all its differential conse- 
quences can be used to compute A. 

Before deriving the main results, we recall the definition of a GCS. This concept was 
introduced in [3]. The concept of conditional symmetry was introduced in [4] under 
the name of non-classical symmetry. The concept of a GCS is a generalization of the 
concept of a conditional symmetry, in the same way that the concept of a generalized 
symmetry [5] is a generalization of the concept of a symmetry. 

Definition. [3] (T(U) is a GCS of the equation K(u) = 0, iff 

K'a\K=o = F(u;a),        F(ti;0) = 0. (9) 

Remark 1. If F(u] a) = 0, then (9) becomes the definition of a generalized symmetry 
cr for the equation K = 0. 

Remark 2. Starting from a given PDE, there exists a well-developed algorithm for 
finding both symmetries and generalized symmetries. This algorithm reduces the 
problem of finding symmetries to the problem of solving an overdetermined system 
of linear equations. In contrast, the question of finding conditional symmetries and 
GCSs is much harder. Indeed, in this case one needs to solve a system of nonlinear 
equations. For this reason, the authors have suggested an alternative simple approach: 
Given a GCS of a certain type, find all nonlinear PDE's which admit this GCS. In what 
follows, we search for equations which admit linear GCS's with constant coefficients. 

Proposition 1. Let L(dx,dt) andM(dX)dt) denote linear differential operators of dx 

and of dt. The nonlinear equation 

L(dx,dt)u-N(u) = 0 (10) 

admits the linear GCS 

cr(u) = M(dx,dt)u, 

if 

MN(u) - N'{u)Mu = F(u\ a),        F(u; 0) = 0. (11) 
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Proof, a is a GCS of (10) iff 

(La - Nfa)\Lu=N(u) = F(u; a),        F(u; 0) = 0, 

or 

(LMu - N'MU^LU^U) = F(u; a),        F(u; 0) = 0, 

which becomes (11) by replacing Lu with N(u). D 

Proposition 2.  The nonlinear equation (3) admits the linear GCS 

& = utt — k2uxx,        k constant. (12) 

This GCS gives rise to the solution 

u = f(x + kt) + g{x - kt) (13) 

where f(x) and g(x) are the solutions of the following ODEs: 

L1(dx,kdx)f(x) = kL2(dx,Wx)(^]   +A, 

Li(dx, -kdx)g(x) = -kL2(dx, -kdx) (^)   - A, (14) 

A a constant. 

Proof. Without loss of generality we let L2 = /. Then equation (3) is a special case 
of equation (10). We will verify that if 

N(u) = uxut    and   M = d? - k2dl, 

then (11) is satisfied. Indeed, since N'g — utgx + uxgt, 

MN(u) - N'Mu = (dt
2 - k2dl)uxut - ut(d? - k2dl)ux - ux(d

2 - k2d2
x)ut 

= 2uxt(utt-k2uxx), 

and (11) is valid with F(u', a) = 2uxtcr. D 

Proposition 3.  The nonlinear equation (4) also admits the linear GCS (12).   This 
GCS gives rise to solution (13) where f(x) and g(x) are the solutions of the ODEs 

L(dx> kdx)f(x) = A (2*^) + A,    L(dx, -kdx)g{x) = h (-2^^) - A. 

Proof. Let ut + kux = U,Ut — kux = V. Now N(u) = /i + /2, 

MN(u)-N'Mu = (%-k2d2
x)(f1 + f2) 

-[fw(dt + kdx) + f2v(dt-kdx)](utt-k2uxx) 

= [fiuu(utt + k2uxx + 2kuxt) + fivv(utt + k2uxx - 2kuxt)]o: 

D 
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Examples. In addition to (1), the following are interesting examples of equations of 
the form (3): 

(i) The integrable Boussinesq type equation [6], 

Uxxt —Ut — Ux+ UtUx = 0, 

which admits the solution [7] 

k + 1 
u(x,t) = 3\l—;—tanh 

1   /fc + 1 
(x + kt + Si) 

k — 1 
+ 3A/^r—tanh 

1   /jfe-l 

2V     k 
(x-kt + 52) 

(ii) The following variation of the potential KdV equation 

Ut + ux — Uxxx — SUxUt = 0, 

which admits the solution 

'1 VTTk 
u(x, t) = — tanh 

k  
VT^k 

tanh 

-y/l + Kx + kt + S!) 

-Vl - k(x - kt + 62) 

This equation to our knowledge is not integrable. 
(iii) The linearizable Thomas equation [8] 

Uxt + Ux ■+ Ut + UxUt = 0, 

which admits the solution 

ti(a:, t) = dc 
k + 1 

+ ■ 
fc-1 

de^Pb+W - k     026^^-^ - k. 

Proposition 4. The evolution equation 

Ut = K(u, ux,..., d^-1?/),        K polynomial, 

admits the linear GCS 

a(u) = tlidx + oi) 
i=l 

u,    ai constants, ai / aj for i ^ j, 

iff K is a linear combination of the functions 

n   r r ^_^ -j    A mi n 

(15) 

(16) 

= ai for some 1 < i < n. (17) 
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Proof. We note that when u satisfies (T(U) = 0, 

Ui#i J   J U^ J   J Ui#i J   J 

Therefore 

fc=i ^i^Lj^ J   J 

=nf^-x^^rii n(dx+a3) A • 
We note that (17) consists of all the equations of the form (15) which admits 
the GCS (16), since u,ux,...l>d%~1u can be expressed by [Yij^ii^x + 0'j)]u for 
1 < i < n. U 

Remark 3. An equivalent form of K is the following: K is a linear combination of 
the functions 

n    s r  -i    N mi n 

(^)m    n(& + ai)rf    '    0<i<n-l,    5^miai = 0. (18) 

The form (18) is illustrated below: 
(i) n = 1. Then I is 0 and (18) yield the function u. Thus the most general equation 

of the form (15) admitting the symmetry a — ux + au is ut = cii, a, c constants. 
(ii) n = 2. Then I can be 0 and 1, and (18) yield the functions 

u(ux + axu)™1 (ux + a2u)rn2    and   ux(ux + aiu)™1 (ux + o^)™2 

where aimi + a2m2 = 0. Thus the most general equation of the form (15) admitting 
the symmetry 

0" = Uxx + (ai + CL2)ux + 0,10,214,        ^1,^2 constants, 

is equation (15) where K is the linear combination of the functions 

/ w xmi/      ,        \m2 ci,eg,mi,m2 constants, 
(cm + C2Ux)(ux + am)   i^ + a2u)   2,        aimi + ^^ = 0 

Remark 4. Some of the solutions discussed here were obtained in [1] and [7] using the 
usual (as opposed to generalized) conditional symmetries. However, the conditional 
symmetries used in [1] and [7] involved explicit x and t dependence, while the GCS 
used here are of constant coefficients. The advantage of working with GCS of constant 
coefficients is that it is straightforward to find all nonlinear PDE's which admit these 
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GCSs (see Proposition 4). In this way the results obtained in [1] and [7] can be 
extended considerably. 
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